
For the Board Meeting of:  11/17/2022   

Executive Summary 

October was a good month for underwriting while investments made a modest gain 

reversing most of September’s losses. I haven’t seen the detailed statement yet, but it 

continues to improve as we head into the yearend. 

Since the last meeting I have attended the P&M conference. Overall, the experience 

was a positive one without being positive for COVID. We received updates from our 

organizations and had a few speakers on topics such as cyber and reinsurance. Farm Re 

is having a very tough year with the two largest losses in its history with the May storm in 

Ontario and the hurricane that hit the East coast. Their conversations with their reinsurers 

for the 2023 season is going to be very difficult. That will impact us in 2024. 

Due to a Covid breakout we had to send people home for the week and reduce to a 

skeleton staff. With no further reports of infection since Tuesday, we will have people 

return to the office. 

Emerging or Future Issues 

FSRA has indicated the mutuals are in contravention of the rules regarding territory. Our 

manual says we can refuse risks that are outside our “territory”. This was never approved 

by the superintendent of insurance and therefore all OMAP companies including HTM, is 

in non-compliance. I sent in our attestation saying we are following all the rules. FSRA is 

suggesting we submit a revised attestation saying we are except for the territory rule. This 

despite receiving approval from FSCO and it going un-noticed for the years FSRA has 

been around. They want us to say we are wrong or are in non-compliance. Even if the 

rule is not allowable, we would still have to have refused a risk(s) based on the territory 

exemption for us to truly be non-compliant. This may not even be the case. Here’s the 

challenge. The rule allows us to refuse the GTA risks as well as risks outside our territory 

where we can provide a reasonable level of service. If we reapply for the exemption 

(and receive it), we have to be very prescriptive to the point where a policyholder moves 

a mile outside the area, we have to cancel their policy at renewal. If we don’t apply for 

the exemption, we have to accept risks across Ontario including the GTA. With the take-

all-comers rule, if our rates become competitive in the GTA, we could get enough 

business to overwhelm the company. This happened to the Peel & Maryborough mutual 

about 20 years (now called “Edge Mutual”). I’ll keep you updated as we go. 

Projects 

Our website is up and running and the secure site is working. We still have to put some 

more detail up, but it is working well enough to do our normal “director business”. 



We are signing some people up for the consumer portal and will role it out in the new 

year. 

 

Management Team 

I have had one on ones with all managers, except Steve, as we got interrupted with other 

obligations and then Covid. They have all completed the 360 report which I have to 

summarize for the executive. Budget and FSRA compliance are a priority, so the 360 will 

have to wait until later November and be presented to the board in December. 

My distribution manager is now on maternity leave and VP Finance is off on short-term. 

Both are doing well. Our new VP Finance will make her first appearance at the board 

meeting. I’m looking forward to working with her. 

 

Stats 

Policies growth has been stagnant and premiums are slightly below budget (policies by 

500 and premiums by $430,000). Premiums written has picked up and is climbing towards 

our budget reducing the gap by over $200,000 in October. 

Our annual budget for gross claims is $17.7 million and we are currently at $30.9 million. 

This will affect the loss ratio on a gross basis for the remainder of the year. The gross loss 

ratio dipped from 111% to 103% with some favourable results in October. The May storm 

is now at $13.5 million in incurred claims based on approximately 400 claims. The number 

of claims this storm represents is ½ of our normal annual claims’ count. 

While I don’t expect any significant headway on a gross claims basis, our loss ratio 

continues to improve, including net loss ratio. 



  

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

Our Mission 

“To Protect your future as if it’s our own.” 

 

HTM Overall Performance (Year-to-Date)
By Class of Business compared to budgeted amounts

Auto Commercial Farm Residential Total
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